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PRINCIPAUTE DE MONACO
EVER Monaco is an international event recognized today as the meeting for ecological vehicles manufacturers and the parties involved in the renewable energies sector. For more than 15 years, Monaco has positioned itself as an open and competent country, with expertise in clean transport and renewable energies, in order to contribute to the collective awareness for the need to develop and exploit new solutions, both to save the planet and to continue being autonomously mobile.

EVER Monaco is organized under the patronage of HSH Prince Albert II.
For its sixth edition, the EVER event is offering us the opportunity to turn the spotlight on a number of innovations in the field of sustainable development and clean mobility, and to take stock of good environmental practice.

The serious economic crisis experienced worldwide, and more particularly the latest events taking place in the Middle East and in Asia, have shown us to what extent we are dependent on energy.

Solutions developed in the mobility sector, and within everyone’s reach, such as those linked to the use of alternative energies, fortunately give us hope for a healthier and more serene future.

Consequently it is important for EVER to continue to provide a forum for exchange and dialogue between scientists and technicians at the various conferences offered at the event.

As such, EVER illustrates the Principality’s commitment towards the protection of the environment, a field in which I would like my country to be exemplary.
EVER Monaco was created by two Monegasque entities, the company MITI and the association MC2D-Monaco Développement Durable, whose main activity is renewable development.

Created in July 2004, MC2D-Monaco Développement Durable encompasses and coordinates the actions of different Monegasque associations working for the protection and improvement of the quality of the environment, such as Amave (Association for the Friends of Electric Vehicles), Ecopolis, the Monegasque Association for the Protection of Nature, etc. MC2D’s work involves raising the awareness of the population and public powers on environmental problems. This association has instigated numerous projects like Monaco Meetings Youth and Renewable Development, creating a protected zone on the Saint Martin cliff to preserve the natural heritage or making an eco friendly path along the coast.

Since 1988, MITI has developed know-how in numerous sectors of communication (public relations, press photo agency, publishing, PAO, direct marketing, advertising, etc.). Originally specializing in event management for automobile sport in Monaco, MITI was at the origin of development and success of fairs of reference in the electric vehicle sector like EV-MC until 2004 or the 21st edition of the EVS world fair in 2005.

EVER Monaco puts the Principality at the forefront of all innovations concerning future energies in the large sense of the word, from automobiles to forms of non polluting energies such as solar energy.

EVER Monaco aims to sensitize and incite the public to use clean energies.

The urban transportation contributes for the global warming up of our planet and the pollution of the atmosphere, while consuming a large quantity of non-renewable energy. As a result, the car industry clearly understands that they will have to find solutions very quickly.

EVER Monaco allows both big and small builders to show their latest models of clean vehicles, whether they be series or prototypes, electric, hybrid, combustion battery,
gas or organic fuels as well as all modes of propulsion presenting a real ecological interest. Battery manufacturers and equipment suppliers are also present at the fair.

EVER Monaco is also a unique opportunity for car makers to let visitors or potential buyers try out their vehicles: groups, enterprises and the general public.

Managing energy and developing alternative solutions of primary energy sourced from fossil fuel is one of the major challenges of the third millennium. Thanks to recent government measures, France, with its sunshine, its wind quality and abundant biomass, is in a position to become the European country with the greatest growth potential in renewable energies.

EVER Monaco is also the "Monte-Carlo Rally of New Energy and Electric Vehicles." This race, organized by the Automobile Club of Monaco is registered in the calendar of the International Automobile Federation (FIA) and gives the exhibiting brands the opportunity to show technological innovations, performances and the sobriety of their productions.

EVER Monaco is held in the prestigious Grimaldi Forum which has already welcomed numerous international events and notably EVS21 in 2005. Thanks to its competent staff and technical facilities, the Grimaldi Forum has everything necessary for the fair.

With its 35,000 m² of modular space, this congress centre personifies the meaning of great events. The 4,000 m² Ravel Area welcomes the exhibition under its immense and bright sun lounge.

EVER Monaco gets together specialists in the area of ecological vehicles, renewable energies and sustainable development during scientific conferences.

EVER Monaco is the occasion to welcome specialists coming from both universities and industries, involved in R&D projects in the area of ecological vehicles and renewable energies. They will have the opportunity to share their scientific, technical, business and social experiences with other attendees coming from all over the world, through the presentation and the discussion of their recent works and innovation in the conference sessions or in the different booths of the exhibition.
RENWABLE ENERGIES EXHIBITION

HSBC Private Bank repeats since 5 years its Partnership and offers an ecologic vehicle. This vehicle is displayed in the Exhibition Hall. The visitors fill in an entry form and leave it in a special box. The draw is held on Sunday.

PERFORMANCE CHALLENGE

Only in Monaco, EVER is organising a Performance Challenge for two-wheel vehicles. This challenge is open to series vehicles (salon exhibitors only) and to prototype vehicles. There are two tests: an autonomy test that uses part of the Monaco Grand Prix circuit and an acceleration test performed in prestigious Monte-Carlo Terrasses. Each stage leads to a specific classification. At the end of the Challenge, which is covered by the press, the first three participants in each category receive a prize. The prize-giving ceremony takes place at the official EVER Monaco dinner.
Conference topics:
EVER’11 covers topics related to ecological vehicles (EV), those linked to renewable energies (RE) and those shared by both (REV)

EV1: Ecological Vehicles
a: Road vehicles
b: Trains and trams
c: Boats and yachts
d: Others

EV2: Ecological Propulsion systems
a: Electric propulsion systems
b: Hybrid propulsion systems
c: Clean thermal propulsion systems
d: Flywheel propulsion systems

EV3: Traction Drives and Generators
a: Electric machine design and control
b: Static converter design and control
c: Variable speed drives and generators
d: Monitoring and diagnostics

EV4: Ecological Power Supplies
a: Batteries and ultracapacitors
b: Recharging infrastructures
c: Fuel cells
d: Hydrogen infrastructures

RE1: Wind Energy Systems
a: Wind turbine design and control
b: Wind generator design and control
c: Wind farm generating systems
d: Interfacing to the grid and GCRs

RE2: Solar Energy Systems
a: PV cell sizing and optimization
b: PV panels and associated converters
c: PV system control and grid connection
d: Solar water pumping, heating and treatment

RE3: Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems
a: Wind/solar hybrid energy systems
b: Other hybrid renewable energy systems
c: Smart grids
d: Energy storage and management

RE4: Efficient Energy Management in Buildings
a: Buildings and renewable energy integration
b: Networked energy aware white-goods
c: ICT for sustainable homes
d: Smart home

REV1: Marketing and Economical Impacts
a: Market analysis, research and prediction
b: Employment market expansion
c: Economic benefits in short and long terms
d: Demonstration, training and maintenance

REV2: Education and Regulations
a: National programs
b: Public policies and facilities
c: Public education and youth programs
d: Safety, recycling and standardization

More information on http://conference.evermonaco.com

Pierre Loing, Vice President of Nissan International SA
David Myers, President of Johnson Controls
HSH the Prince Albert II of Monaco
Anthony BERNBAUM, Head of Global Special Opportunities, HSBC Bank Plc
Mark Kenber, President of The Climate Group

www.ever-monaco.com
EVER Monaco would like to thank the following numerous international companies for their confidence and past participation in our events:

2GETHERE • ACTIA NORDIC AB • ADS TECHNOLOGIES • ADVANCED DC MOTORS INC. • AIR LIQUIDE • ANDROS CAR • A-PRO TECH • ARIANA-EV PTY LTD. • ARVAL • ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE DE L’HYDROGÈNE (AFH2) • ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE POUR LE BÂTIMENT ÉLECTRIQUE • AUTOBIO • A.V.E.M • AVERE • AVERE FRANCE • AXAN • AZUR PARTNER COMMUNICATION • BALLARD POWER SYSTEMS • BATTERIE 2007 • BELLIER AUTOMOBILES • BELTOISE EVOLUTION • BETTERWAY • BH BIKES, SL • BITRODE LIMITED • BIZON MATÉRIEL • BMW AG • BOXER DESIGN • B.POWER • BRUSA ÉLECTRONIK AG • CANTIERE NAUTICO ERIO MATTIERI • CARLOS MALAQUIAS, LDA • CEA • CEAC • CEVEO • CITYCOMAG • CITROÉN AUTOMOBILES • CLEAN-AUTO • CLEAN ENERGY PLANET • CLUB DES VÉHICULES ÉCOLOGIQUES • COBASYS • COMITÉ FRANÇAIS DU BUTANE ET DU PROPANE • COMUNICARE SRL • COMMUNAUTÉ URBAINE DE NICE CÔTE D’AZUR • COMMUTER CARS CORPORATION • COM’X • COMPAGNIE DES AUTOBUS DE MONACO • COURRÈGES • CPL • CRÉ LAURENTIDIES • CEVEO • CREECAR • DAIMLERCHRYSLERS • DANA CORPORATION • DANFOSS SILICON POWER GmbH • DBT • DENSO CORPORATION • DODGE ENERGY • DRIVETRAIN INNOVATIONS BY DOPPELLMAYR • EAGLEFISHER KOKAM CO., LTD. • ECO & MOBILITÉ • EDF • EDISER ÉDITION SECURITÉ ROUTIÈRE • EFFEDI SRL • ELBIL NORGE AS • ELECTRIC’CITY • ELECTRIC & HYBRID VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL • ELECTRIC DRIVE TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION • ELECTRICORE, INC. • ELECTROVIA • EMERSON • ENERGIAZ CARBURATION • ENVIR-O-EV LTD. • ENVIR-O-EV SALSALO AS • ENVIRONMENT PARK • EPOWER SYNERGIES, INC. • ESSO AG • EVE ÉCO VÉHICULES • EVONYX, INC. • EVOL • FAM AUTOMOBILES • FAVI • FEEL GREEN • GAIA AKKUMULATORENWERKES GMBH • GENERAL MOTORS • GEO EV CO. • GEO CORPORA • GEOSCAN CONCEPT • GIANT LION KNOW-HOW CO. • GITANE CYCLEURPE INDUSTRIES • GLIDER INTERNATIONAL B.V. • GLOBAL ELECTRIC MOTORCARS • GODELECTRIK SAS • GO-WATT • GREEN COMPANY SPA • MELEX • GREEN COVE INGENIERIE • GREEN GT • GREEN PROPULSION • GRUJAJ • HEUILIEZ ELECTRIC • HITACHI LTD. • HONDA MOTOR CO. • HYDROGENICS CORPORATION • HYUNDAI MOTOR CO. • IEA • IHS GLOBAL INSIGHT • INRETS • INTELLIGENT ENERGY HOLDINGS PLC • ID FÄHRZEUGE PRODUKTIONS • IRISBUS • ISD • JAPAN AUTOMOBILE RESEARCH INSTITUTE • JEAN LEBEVRE SAM • KOKAM • KOSMOS • LA DIABLINE • LEXUS • LIFEBATT TD • LINDE AG • LOHR INDUSTRIE • LOMBARDI SRL • LOMBARDINI • MATRA AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING • MAXWELL TECHNOLOGIES • MONACO AIDE & PRÉSENC • MONTE-CARLO RENT • MES-DEA SA • MICHELIN • MICROCAR • MICROVOLI • MITSUBISHI CORPORATION • MONACO GOVERNMENT TOURIST AND CONVENTION AUTHORITY • MONZA AUTODROMO NAZIONALE • MP. PRODUCTION • MUSÉE AUTO MOTO VÉLO CHÂTELERAULT • NESSCAP CO., LTD. • NETRENT DMO • NEWTEON • NIPPON CHEMI-CON CORPORATION • NISSAN MOTOR CO. • NOSI SA • OPTAL-RT TECHNOLOGIES INC. • OVD SYSTEM • OXYGEN • OY FINNISH ELECTRIC VEHICLE • PARTENAIRES DIESTER • PEUGEOT AUTOMOBILES • PEUGEOT MOTOCYCLES • PEUGEOT SPORT • PIAGGIO • PICTHEMA • PRÉFECTURE DES ALPES-MARITIMES • PROTOSCAR SA • PUBLIMOUV • PRI-GEGEBUS • RACING DEVELOPMENT • RADIO TRAFIC FM • RASER TECHNOLOGIES • RENAULT • RÉSEAU AQUITAIS VÉHICULES ÉLECTRIQUES (RAVEL) • RESORT VEHICLES, INC. • REVA ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY LTD. • REVA GMBH • REVA RAL HOLDING • SAAB • S.V.E. • SAEHAN ENERTECH INC. • SAFT • SAMGF MONACO • SCANDIA • SCOOT DISCOUNT • SCORRA ELECTRIC VEHICLES • SEGWAY LLC • SELCOM ELETTRONICA S.P.A. • SGE POWER • SILVATRIM • STARTLAB • STEP & GO • SUMITOMO ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES, LTD. • SWEET’ELEC • TECHNOIA • TENDER ELECTRIC CAR • THINK GLOBAL • TM4 • TNQ AUTOMOTIVE • TOWN LIFE • TOYOTA MOTORCORP • TYCO ELECTRONICS • U.P.S. • URBAN CAR COMPANY • USSEL QUAD • VALENCE TECHNOLOGY, INC. • VALEO • VARTA • VECTRIX • VELECTRIS • VENTURI AUTOMOBILES • VERCORS MANUTENTION • VIRGINIO FERRARI RACING • VOLKSWAGEN • VOLVO • WALTHER • YAMAHA MOTOR • YOKOHAMA • ZYTEK ELECTRIC VEHICLES • 2 EAUX • ACT FOR NATURE • ADVANSOAR • ALLANI SUNLIFE HOLDING SA • AMIS • ASSOCIATION AGORA ÉNERGIE • ATON GROUP-LED & LED • BIKOMPACT FRANCE • CAPÉNERGIES • CARI • CETH • CLEARCITY SARL • COMMUNAUTÉ URBAINE NICE CÔTE D’AZUR • CURTISOLAR ÉNERGIE • DERIVERY SAS • DIFFUSELEC • ECO CONFORT SYSTEME • EDEN • EINSEIDLER SOLARTECHNIK • ENEL SI.SRL • ÉNERGIE SOLAIRE MEDITERRANÉE • ENOLEO ÉNERGIE • FONDATION PRINCE ALBERT II DE MONACO • FOUR SOLAIRE DEVELOPPEMENT • GDP SUEZ • GESER SA • GREEN PLUS • HARASSENER FRANCE ALPES • IC ENGINEERING • IBC SOLAR • ILAND GREEN TECHNOLOGIES • IMEDD • JEUNE CHAMBRE ÉCONOMIQUE DE MONACO • JT SOLAR • KALLISTE ENR • LES RESPIRATIONS • LISA AIRPLANES • NANOEDGE • NEURONE • MCT SOLAIRE • MOSELLE DEVELOPPEMENT • MPRIME SOLAR SOLUTIONS SA • OFFICE NATIONAL DES FORETS • PHOTOREM • POLE IAR • PROTECH • RÖTDEX • SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC FRANCE • SCHÜCO • SEMSTONE • SMIAX • SMEG • SOLUTUBE • SUNNENKRALL FRANCE SAS • SOTARLENTZ SAS • SMA • SUN ACCESS • SUN GEO GET SAS • SYNERGY EVENT • TRAVERE INDUSTRIES SAS • YAZAKI EUROPE
EVER MONACO 2012
GRIMALDI FORUM FROM
MARCH 22ND TO 25TH, 2012

SCHEDULE (PRELIMINARY)

THURSDAY 22ND MARCH
09:00 - 13:00 Exhibition opened exclusively to members of the press and professionals
13:00 - 20:30 Exhibition
09:00 - 12:00 Conference on Ecologic Vehicles and Renewable Energies
15:00 - 16:00 Official Opening Plenary Session
18:30 Welcome Cocktail Reception hosted by the Government of Monaco

14:00 - 18:30 Conference on Ecologic Vehicles and Renewable Energies
16:30 8th Monaco "Youth and Sustainable Development" Meetings
20:30 Official Dinner

SATURDAY 24TH MARCH
10:00 - 18:00 Exhibition
16:00 Parade
18:00 13th Monte-Carlo Rally of New Energy and Electric Vehicles

FRIDAY 23RD MARCH
10:00 - 18:00 Exhibition
09:00 - 17:00 Round Table
09:00 - 18:30 Conference on Ecologic Vehicles and Renewable Energies

SUNDAY 25TH MARCH
10:00 - 18:00 Exhibition
WHO CAN EXHIBIT?

VEHICLES
Are accepted on the booths and on the "Ride and Drive":
• electric, hybrid, or fuel cell vehicles,
• vehicles with gas, GNV, GPL,
• vehicles functioning with biofuel with a minimum of 30% of mixture in captive fleet (the particular cases could be studied),
• vehicles carburising with hydrogen,
• vehicles presenting, in their mode of propulsion or general operation, a real ecological interest.
The organizer alone, will make the decision to accept or not the candidature according to his appreciation.

EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES
Are accepted on the show, all products having a direct or indirect link with the topic of the exhibition.

RENEWABLE ENERGIES
Only services, equipment and products associated directly or indirectly, in whole or in part with renewable energies, the respect of the environment and energy saving will be allowed at the exhibition.

WHY EXHIBIT AT EVER?
EVER Monaco is a unique event: it is the only international fair that unites in one place professionals in clean transport and renewable energies, as well as scientists and specialists in these two areas.

›Your privileged target: THE COMMUNITY
• Official inauguration in the presence of HSH Prince Albert II and representatives of the Monegasque Government,
• The visit of French municipal representatives,
• More than 5,000 invitations sent to French representatives of Professional groups, Municipal Communities, Associations of Mayors...

›Your privileged target: PROFESSIONALS
• Monaco is an international place open to new technologies; consequently, the businesses invited to the fair are international.
• Conference lecturers (political, economic, scientific and technical players), who have come to participate in dialogues, concerned by the questions of durable development in general, and in particular about climatic changes and their consequences.

PRESS RESULTS
• the Grimaldi Forum is an ideal spot for press operations or targeted PR
• our press agency, Point Virgule, is in charge of managing journalists:
  - specialized written press (Le Journal de l’Auto, Energie & Développement Durable...) and the general press (The Observateur, Capital, Nice-Matin...),
  - television (TF1, M6, FR3, LCI, Direct 8, EDF TV...),
  - radio (RMC Info, Autoroute Infos, Radio Côte d’Azur, MC One...),
  - internet (Clean-Iduto, Moteur Nature, Libello, Via Michelin...)

To view press communiqués, articles and coverage of Ever Monaco: www.ever-monaco.com – Heading: “Press”.

BECOME A PARTNER
Team up your enterprise with the notion of protection and respect for the environment! Feel free to contact us with a tailor made project which will fully meet your needs, your objectives and your budget.
CONTACTS

Exposition Véhicules Écologiques
MITI
> Vanessa CANTEL
3, rue Malbousquet 98000 MONACO
Tél. +377 93 50 13 44 | Fax. +377 93 50 13 45 | Mob. + 377 (0)6 78 63 09 27
cv@miti.mc

Exposition Énergies Renouvelables
MC2D
> Philippe NAPOLEON
Le Patio Palace 41, Avenue Hector Otto 98000 Monaco
Tél. +377 97 77 54 21 | Fax. +377 97 77 54 22
napoleon@ever-monaco.com

Conférences et Hébergement
MC2D
> Ariane FAVALORO
Le Patio Palace 41, Avenue Hector Otto 98000 Monaco
Tél. +377 97 77 54 21 | Fax. +377 97 77 54 22
arianefavaloro@ever-monaco.com

Rallye Monte-Carlo des Véhicules à Énergie Alternative
AUTOMOBILE CLUB DE MONACO
> Marielle KRAEMER
23, Bd Albert Ier 98000 Monaco
Tél. +377 93 15 26 15 | Fax. +377 93 15 26 20
mkraemer@acm.mc

Relations Presse
AGENCE POINT VIRGULE
> Valérie NGUYEN
9, Avenue de Clichy 75017 Paris
Tél. +33 1 73 79 50 73 | Fax. +33 1 73 79 50 51
vnguyen@pvirgule.fr

www.ever-monaco.com